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Floating Objects

In dreams the body runs off
in a shamble of old leaves,
a trail of unmade oaths
like books left on a shelf.
All day the man and the woman move
soundlessly past each other
in the nameless oiled clasp
of years lived down to the bone.
all night they lie together in the old
familiar manacle of love: her milky arms,
his body’s attenuated plans,
their girl sleeping between them
like a ledge they step off nightly,
her small fists curled by her face
like the clappers of bells, trembling.
[her, sleeping]

like a catch in the wind
like the beating of faraway wings
a slow tide — a stream
over denuded ground
a sapling’s mnemonic quiver
a wilderness in the room
after the final dark, a bird
that goes on singing
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